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Headlines screeching about the “Earth Frying” are still being published, despite the 0.75 C 

drop since 2016. Which with the general flat-lying trend for almost twenty years is refuting 

the dogma about “Catastrophic Anthropogenic Global Warming”. The Satellite 

temperature record follows: 

 
 

The following chart is a proxy for Japan and it show a slightly declining trend from 1987 

to recent: 
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And another hysteria is the health and/or mortality risk of “global warming”. For some 2 

billion years, except for the last 30 years, climate warming has always been beneficial to 

life on our uniquely hospitable planet. This us unsound” research and the data for the 

promotion have been altered to fit political ambition. The main game is to control people 

with regulations and to live well through unrelenting tax increases both made worse by 

deliberate inflation. 

Lenin is considered to have crafted the line about “grind them between the millstones of 

taxation and inflation”.  

Many around the world are suffering both of these policy hardships, but thankfully Death 

By Climate is not happening. Quite the opposite: 

 

 
 

The following headline published by Breitbart on February 22 is an interesting step 

towards imposing controls: 

“WWII Rationing of Meat, Clothing and Energy Needed to Fight Climate 

Change, Say UK Academics” 

And then there has been the grave concern by Dr. David Viner at University of East 

Anglia: “Children just aren’t going to know what snow is.” 
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Some headlines published by Electroverse on March 1: 

“Past Four Months on Antarctica Were Second Coldest on Record; Australia’s 

Colder-Than-Average Summer; + Record Snows and Lows in the U.S.” 

Cooling in both hemispheres shows up in the above Satellite Chart. 

And the always thorough Tony Heller published a chart showing the U.S. temperature 

history on Valentine’s Day. The trend since the very warm 1930s and 1940s has been 

down. 

 
 

Another Climate Update will review the physics and geology that really drives changes in 

climate trends. 

 

 
 

 

 


